
 Dear Regional Officer:

This is my appeal of a "Response to Request For Administrative Remedy" dated 12-29-10.  Hard 
copy with all forms and attachments is being sent this January 18, 2011 by US mail.  I request 
acknowledgement when you receive the hard copy.  If questions arise about this filing please 
don't hesitate to inquire.

I appeal for all the reasons stated in my appeal to Warden Outlaw, plus the following additional 
reasons arising out of Warden Outlaw's response.  Warden Outlaw's arguments don't support his 
result.  He says that I informed the officer that I was going to eat my food, a fact never denied. 
In fact, he never identified any disputed fact, yet says "The Committee based their decision on 
the greater weight of the evidence which is the reporting officer's legal and moral obligation to 
be truthful regarding misconduct of inmates."  

The dispute centers upon the proper consequences that should flow from agreed facts, at least as 
to material matters.  I contend that Mr. Ward sent me into the cafeteria to eat, and then afterward 
followed me in and told me to put the food on the table at that time.  

Warden Outlaw concludes that I was told to go into the cafeteria to DISCARD my food, an 
implausible scenario.   I in fact discarded my grapefruit peel in the trash can outside the cafeteria, 
before going back inside.  Why would I be sent elsewhere to discard food when I was standing 
right in front of a trash can?   Nevertheless this factual dispute is not material to the outcome. 

It takes an exquisite talent for irony to resolve a dispute with an irrelevant maxim which in and 
of itself condemns the actions of Warden Outlaw.  Consider the following short list of 
demonstrably false official representations of fact, made by the administration of this prison:  

1)  Warden Outlaw said that inmates could have an hour to eat if they wanted it.  Warden Outlaw 
can hardly deny what he said, as the statement was published in the Arkansas Democrat Gazette, 
and I supplied a copy of the article for his ready reference.  Yet I stand punished for refusing to 
allow the seizure of my food after only about 5 minutes.  I have offered and continue to offer 
Outlaw the opportunity to make his words the truth, yet he continues to make his words false. 
Regional should compel Outlaw to make his words the truth, and should also reverse and dismiss 
the sanctions in this case.  His behavior is an embarrassment to the BOP and to this region. 

2)  On 11-3-10, Regional sent someone to this prison to hold a medical open house.  I spoke to 
this gentleman, who refused to identify himself.  He promised that we would have soap in the 
bathrooms of the housing units within a couple of days.  Not only was this promise repudiated 
soon thereafter, but the prison also fired me from my job dispensing soap in Food Service, and 
replaced me with no one.  This coerces Food Service employees into unsanitary practices and 
endangers the health of inmates. 

3)  The training records for inmate employees are utter works of fiction.  I've complained about 
that, but they have never been made to reflect the truth.  Don't the people who maintain those 
records have a legal and moral duty to tell the truth?  



If the inmates are supposed to rely on the "legal and moral obligation" of DOJ-BOP officers to 
tell the truth, surely Regional has a duty to discipline Warden Outlaw for his material falsehoods, 
and also to eliminate the glaring disconnect between the referenced official representations, and 
the realities in this prison.   If appeals officers are not scrupulously honest and diligent in their 
duties, Warden Outlaw's presumption of the honesty of BOP-DOJ employees becomes 
demonstrably false.  Therefore, I make this appeal not only to Regional, but also to a candid 
world via my blog at www.oastilley.wordpress.com.  
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